
• Are Radar 10.5 and EH 2.5 installed?
You can see if Radar 10.5 is installed from the menu bar.  
Or, in the menu, click on Help, then About Radar.
For EH also click on Help, then about Encyclopeadia Homeopatica. 

• Is the New Synthesis TE 2009 installed?
If you have downloaded the new Synthesis 2009 and installed it, you  
can see if you have actually opened this new Repertory by checking the 
name at the top of the repertory window. In the sample screen shot the 
Veterinary version of Synthesis is shown (TE 2009 Vet). Also check that 
the ‘Repertory Views’ is the one you want. 

Tip: There is an instruction video available with the Radar Free Notes 
that gives a clear explanation of how to change your short cut on  
the Desktop in order to open your choice of Repertory automatically.  
It also explains how to ‘change program settings’ after installation…

See: Otter R. - Radar Tutorial - video (English).

The abbreviation to use in the Radar shortcut on your desktop for  
the English Synthesis TE 2009 is SE2009. For the Veterinary version  
it is SE2009V.

• Using Will Talor’s Families Repertory vs 3  
and Graphical families.
The free update from Radar 10 to 10.5* includes access to the new 
Families Repertory and the Graphical Families.  
(*only if you had the families option in Radar 10) 

Graphical Families (Kingdoms).

StEp 1:  Place a few symptoms on one of your clipboards.
StEp 2:   Click on the Families icon, then select Kingdoms.
StEp 3:   Move through the Kingdoms and sub-kingdoms until you reach 

the level you want. There you can Limit or Highlight your 
analysis to the remedies of that group (use the right mouse 
click menu).
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If you move down the levels of a Kingdom and have 
reached the last level where there are no more sub-
levels, then your analysis will automatically be Limited or 
Highlighted to that group of remedies. 
Here you have the following options:
Click on an icon to open the level, for example plants. 

•	 	You	can	select	what you want to happen when you 
reach the last level with no more sub-levels. 

•	 	Here	you	can	use	a	word search	to	find	the	kingdom	
level you want.  
The search is operated in the Families Reperory,  
not the graphical families.

Tip: You can search for a Common name or a  
Latin name. For example ‘reptiles’ or ‘sauropsidia’.  
‘snakes’ or ‘serpentes’. You can also define just  
‘part of a name’, for example ‘composi’.

In our example we have clicked on the main kingdom 
plants. This brings us to this window, where you can see 
all the main plant family levels.

Here you can do two things:
•	Click on a group to open the next level down.

•	 	Or,	if	you	want	to	use	one	of	the	large	groups	 
of plant families, for example ‘Rosides’, then click on it 
with the right mouse button.

Right mouse click menu:
Use the right mouse click menu to select:

•	Highlight this family in the analysis, or…
•	Limit analysis to this family.

Try it out and see the result: either you will see all the 
remedies belonging to that level in a different colour, 
or if you have limited your analysis only the remedies 
belonging to that level.

Tip: It is also possible to select more then one family  
group. This will be explanined later on.
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In this example the remedies belonging to the Rosides 
are highlighted in the anlaysis.

Let’s do it again, but this time go all  
the way down to the last level.

StEp 1:  Select the Families icon.
StEp 2:  Click on the main kingdom plants.
StEp 3:  Click on the Rosides.
StEp 4:  This takes you to the window where you can do 
the following:

•	 	Click	in	the	top bar to move up a level. 
•	 	Or	use	the	back arrow to move up one level. 
•	 Click	on	Rosales to open this level. 

So let’s click on the Rosales.

In this window you can see the last level of the Rosacea 
family.

Tip: You will know if you there is another level or if you 
are on the last level by pointing the mouse cursor at a 
family name.

If there is a Graph attached to the mouse pointer you 
are on the last level and you can Limit or Highlight your 
analysis to that family by clicking on it.

When you select Highlight selected family in the 
analysis, you will see the remedies of the selected family 
highlighted in the analysis window.

In our example the remedies of the Rosaceae family  
group are highlited.

Tip: Watch the video of Will Taylor explaining the new 
Families in detail (available in the Free Notes).
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• Selecting more then one family.
Sometimes you may want to select more then one 
family. For example two plant-family groups or combine a 
‘Sankaran Miasm’ with a ‘Plant family’. 
 
As an example let’s start in the Plant family window.

StEp 1:   To select the first family, right mouse  
click on it. 
From the menu select the option: 
Select (more then one) family. 

Tip: You can also use Ctrl + Click to select several 
families.

StEp 2:   To select the second family, right mouse click on 
the family and select ‘Select (more then one) 
family’. 

StEp 3:   After you have selected all your families, right 
mouse click again on one of the families you 
have selected and choose ‘Limit analysis to 
selected families’  
(Or of course the Highlight option).

StEp 4:   Because you have selected two or more family 
groups, the program needs to know if you want 
to use all the remedies present in both groups 
or if you want to use only those remedies which 
are common to both groups. 
In our example where we selected two 
Plant family groups, we must select ‘All the 
remedies’ because there will be no remedies 
common to both groups. 
There are many different combinations to be 
considered.

Tip: Selecting more then one family from different 
windows.
It is not necessary to select families which you can see in 
the same window. You may select a family in one window 
using ctrl + click, move through the different graphical 
windows and select a second or third family.

Tip: ‘Combination’ of families. 
It is also possible to select family names which represent 
a ‘group of families’. 

Tip: ‘Empty families’ - Wikipedia.
These are Family names that have no remedies but are 
still mentioned in the new Families repertory vs 3. They 
are recognisable because they do not have a  coloured 
surrounding and the mouse pointer is different. It has a W 
attached to it.

If you click on the W a search in Wikipedia will start 
automatically.
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• Other Graphical Schemas: 

Anne Vervarcke

Other schemas are available, for example that of 
Anne Vervarcke.
These schemas work more or less in the same 
way as the Kingdom graphs.

Tip: You can watch the video of Anne Vervarcke 
explaining her Schemas in the Free Notes.

Jan Scholten Schemas

The Jan Scholten schemas will allow you to 
move around all the Keywords and Themes of 
Jan Scholten’s Periodic Table approach. You can 
Limit or Highlight your analysis to any Stage, 
Series or Element with all its salts.

Click on a Row to open the Series in more 
detail. 

Click on one of the buttons in the top left-hand 
corner to display the Keywords for the Rows or 
for the Columns. 

Click on one of the buttons in the top right-hand 
corner to open the Columns (stages) in more 
detail.

Series (rows)

In the detailed view window of a series you can 
do the following:

Move UP and DOWN through the Series (Rows) 
using the buttons in the top right-hand corner. 

Select a Series (Highlight or Limit the Analysis) 
by clicking in the top left-hand corner. 

Switch to one of the other windows by clicking 
on the buttons at the top of the screen in the 
middle: 
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Stages (columns)

In the detailed view of the Stages you can jump 
from 1-9 to 10-18 using the button in the top 
right-hand corner. 

By clicking on a column you can Limit or 
Highlight your analysis to that Stage. 

Rajan Sankaran Schemas

In the Sankran schemas you can do the 
following:

Limit or Highlight your analysis by clicking on 
one of the families, as already explained for the 
graphical windows.

Right mouse click on a family and from  
the menu select:
Search this family in EH Sankaran 
information. 

Open the Sankaran Miasms schema window. 

There are separate family groups such as the 
‘carnivorous plants’. 

Or click on Information to open the Sankaran EH 
document where you can search for a word. 

NOTE: 

Make sure you have the option switched to 
‘show all titles’. 

You can open the full content of the document by 
clicking on the + icon. 
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New Families and Graphical  
access in EH

In the new EH version 2.5 you can use Graphical 
Families in the same way as in Radar.

In the analysis window in EH click on the Family 
selection icon to select the same Family graphs 
or Schemas.

Luc De Schepper: a magnificent new 
video platform now available

In the Luc De Schepper module click on Luc’s 
Multimedia button and you will be informed 
that you are being redirected to the new video 
platform Homeoversity.

If you do not have a login and password, send 
an email to  
radar.orders@archibel.com
with your full postal address and license number.

At Homeoversity.com under Entrance you will 
find	a	quick	login for registred users. 

As a Luc De Schepper user, you will receive 
access to a whole series of videos on live patient 
cases and lectures.

For reasons of patient confidentiality and 
your own security, make sure nobody can 
login using your name.

For example, if you buy videos from the Media 
Library area we will need to charge you. You also 
have a limited amount of viewing time, so keep 
your password safe.
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As a special ‘Luc De Schepper School’ member, you will 
have access to Luc’s Media Library  and also to the 
general Medica Library area. 

In Luc’s Media window, scroll down to see a list of 
lectures and live cases. 

Note also the Logout option. 

Click on the Study Lesson icon to open the set of 
videos.

Using the tabs located at the top you can select the 
different patients. 

On the right under ‘title of Media’ are listed the different  
parts of the patient case or lecture. 

Click on the X icon to enlarge the video to a medium size 
window.  You can also enlarge to full screen.

Again we remind you to observe total confidentiality 
as far as all the videos available on this platform are 
concerned. Do not betray the trust of these patients 
who have been kind enough to allow their cases to 
be used here for education purposes.

• The New Synthesis TE 2009 edition
With Radar 10.5 you can also obtain the latest edition  
of Synthesis TE 2009. 

Watch the video where Frederik Schroyens explains all 
the new features of Synthesis TE 2009 in detail.

http://www.wholehealthnow.com/homeopathy_software/
radar105.html

Now, throughout the whole repertory, all chapters, rubrics, 
and where appropriate the remedies from subrubrics, 
have been copied to the main rubric (optional via Views).

Two new chapters have been added: Clinical (Mind, 
Children, First aid, Pathologies, Veterinary) and 
Expressions.

New Additions and New Remedies have been added.

Also you are entitled to a full year of Live Updates with 
extra additions from Andre Saine, Steve Olson, Jonathan 
Shore’s Bird Remedies, Linda Gwillin, etc.
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• Filip Degroote’s ‘Repertory  
of Dreams’.
Now with Radar you can also have access to the 
Repertory of Dreams by Filip Degroote. 
A tremendous amount of work has gone into correcting all 
this valuable information.

Coming soon with the Radar Free Notes: an interview 
giving a detailed description of this repertory.

The most complete index of dream information ever 
created. 

Kent includes 3,192 dream additions, and Synthesis 9.1 
has 13,905.

But Dr. Degroote has organized over 150,000 remedy 
references and more than 100,000 dream rubrics.

• Jeremy Sherr’s ‘Repertory  
of Mental Qualities’
Also available with Radar: Jeremy Sherr’s Repertory of 
Mental Qualities.

Jeremy Sherr compiled a new Repertory of Mental 
Qualities.
With meticulous attention to detail, Jeremy made sure 
that the rubrics in his new repertory are as inclusive as 
they can be, using both traditional and modern sources.

But he also took care not to include inappropriate entries 
in the rubrics - the kind of thing that can show up on 
automated searches merely because of some tricky 
language issue. For example, a materia medica search 
using the search word embarrassment will yield remedies 
mentioned as NOT being embarrassed.

This new repertory has been so helpful in Jeremy’s own 
practice that he created a software version - and made it 
available as a module for RADAR.

Tip: Watch the interview on video where Jeremy 
explains in detail the reasons behind the creation of his 
repertory (available with the Radar Free Notes). 
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